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39 new colleges get affiliated with GU
n a meeting held on Wednesday,
Gujarat University Syndicate gave
affiliation to 39 colleges in a meeting. The colleges are of science,
commerce, performing arts, visual
arts, MSW, law and BCA.
GU Vice-Chancellor MN Patel
said, “The meeting was successful as
we came up with a decision following
with the rising demand for new colleges in periphery areas. We have asked
for applications from renowned trusts
to start new colleges. The applications
were presented in the meeting and
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these colleges’ affiliation has been approved.”
The colleges are in nearby areas of
the city. “A good number of students
will be benefited. Seven pure science
colleges, two commerce, three in science and commerce, one in performing arts, visual arts, MSW and BCA
have received approval for affiliation
while four pure science and four commerce colleges have received conditional approval,“ said Patel. LJ Science
College and FD Science College are
among the 39 affiliated colleges. AM
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ONLINE GUIDANCE TO JEE (ADVANCE) STUDENTS
The students of IIT Gandhinagar have taken the initiative to guide JEE Advanced
qualified students and share their experiences. They will interact with them
through Google Hangout from June 18 to
24. The hangout session will take place in
different time slots. In order to participate,
the students will first have to fill a Google
form from the institute’s website, provide
their preferred time slots and dates after
which they'll be invited to join the hangout
accordingly.
The interaction will take place along
side the ‘Open House’ scheduled for June
20 and 21.
Shubham Patil, a student volunteer,
said, “Through the Hangout we will be able

to instantly provide information on their
queries. We will ensure that their doubts
are solved in an organised manner.”
Talking about the importance of Open
House, Student Affairs Dean Jaison Manjaly said, “Students often seem to have little
knowledge of disciplines offered at the IITs
as well as a lot of confusion and misconceptions. The open house aims to give
such students and their parents a deeper
insight into life at IIT-Gn, the institute’s vision, student opportunities at the institute
and so on.” The session will be addressed
by the deans of the institute and faculty
members of various disciplines. The participants will also be able to interact with
the students of IIT-Gn directly and learn
about their experiences.
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